=ss £ -1+ƒ (7*4-1) > and so onIf (C) is false, it follows from continuity of ƒ(t) that :
f(t) > t -(p -1), for all * on £ -1 g t < p. 
We should then have 71 -{p -1) <f(yi) =70 -(£ -1), 72 -(£ -1) </(72)
:
(D') (f(p) -f(t))/(p -t)<lonp-l£t<p.
Moreover, if a 70 satisfying (C) exists, then not only 70 but every ôo on 70<do<p will yield {p -1, p -1, • • • } under (A). For yo=p -1 +f(yo)<ào<P implies ô 0 = £ -l+/(ôi), hence yo<ôi<p, and so on. Since our final object is to obtain a one-one correspondence (B), we assume from this point on the necessary condition (D'). and IV = cx +/(cx+i+ • • * +/(£x+"+l), where the last parentheses are p-fold. Then, from monotonicity, one has C\ g C"
x ^ G+i x < T y+ i x ^ I\ x ^ C\+1, so that the limits C x = lim C,\ T x = lim I\ x exist and satisfy
Since C, x = Cx+/(C,_i x+1 ) we have C x = c x +/(C X+1 ) and similarly 
c* = ex + /(C^1), r* = * x + /(i**).
But (E', F) imply that, under (A), the numbers C° and T° yield the original sequence {c v }. We call these the lower and upper limit numbers of the sequence. In the case (B") the C"° and IV converge to C° = P =y 0 with errors thus (see G) : We write [0, p) =L+G, and L = L'+L", where L' is the set of end points under (B') and L" the set of C 0 = T° under (B"). Since the intervals of G are countable, so is the set L'. We now show that L is dense in itself. It then follows that L is perfect, L {hence also L") has the power of the continuum. Since the limits of terminating sequences are countable, the set of limits of non-terminating sequences for which C° = T° is of the power of the continuum (cf. [3] ).
Indeed, every point X of L is a limit point of limit numbers Z>°=A° of terminating sequences {d v }. 
In order that the correspondence (B) be one-one it is sufficient that: (K) There exists an integer n such that the product of every n connected slopes is less than one.
Suppose that (B) is not one-one, and let X' be the class of all intervals (C°, r°) under (B'). Then there must be in X' an interval of maximal length. For this interval, write r°-C° = (/(r i )-
, hence these n connected slopes have product not less than 1, contradicting (K).
Stronger sufficient conditions are:
(K") There exists a /S such that 0<j3<l, f(t 2 
)-f(h)/h-hSP on In case(K") obtains, we note that Tf-Cf = (f(T^)-f(C^))/T,-£

-eu 1 ) • • • (/(ri^-ACi^/r^-Ci-1 ) (f(c,+i)-f(c,)/(c,+i
-c p ) gj3", so that from (H) the error in the r"° and C P° approximations to Yo = C° = r° is not greater than P". Although the slope condition (K') is sufficient for one-one (B), it is far from necessary. We shall construct functions of arbitrarily great slope for which (B) is one-one.
Consider the set of all ratios (note:
where a, b are arbitrary integers on 0, 1, • • • , £ -1. Of these there are only a finite number, each less than one, since the numerator is the difference of function values on a proper subinterval of (6, 6+1). Let M be the maximum of these ratios, M<1. Now consider the intervals (b+f(a), b+f(a+l)) and suppose that the ratio of inner to outer slope of ƒ(/) on each of these intervals is bounded above from 1/M, that is:
or equivalently : (L') There exists a k < l/M such that whenever
b+f(a)^h<t 2 £b+f(a+l) and h-h^T-(b+f(a+l)-(b+f(a)),
we must have/(
and we have
By iteration of this process, one obtains
which approaches zero since k<l/M. While this discussion is cumbersome, it nevertheless shows that a function f(t) defined arbitrarily (consistent with monotonicity) at / = 0, 1, 2, • • • , p -1, p, and then at all t -b+f(a), a, b on 0, • • • , p -1, and elsewhere by the broken line connecting these points, must satisfy (L) with £ = 1, since the ratio of inner to outer slope on the straight segments is unity.
Thus the broken line function connecting ƒ(())= 0, /(1)=£>0, (e arbitrarily small constant), /(1+e) = 1-e,/(2) = 1 (for£ = 2) yields a one-one (B). The slope on (1, 1+e) however is (1-2e)/e, which may be arbitrarily large.
9. Algebraic examples of the one-one case. Example 1. Let f(t)=*t n /p n for an integer p^2 and an integer n on \^Ln<p. One verifies the properties of §2, and condition (K") with (i = n/p. For n = 1, our theory reduces to the classical decimals with base p. In the general case let q be an integer not greater than p -2, and let C° be the Fi(t) ), 0^/^l, is a one-one correspondence of the points on the curves y = Fi(t) and y = F n (t). This induces a one-one correspondence between the points of the curves F n and F n+ i, namely, (nt, Fi(t)) <r->((n + l)t f Fi(t)), O^/^l. The latter may be used to show that the slopes s n , s n +i of the chords at corresponding points of F n and F n +t satisfy s w >s w+ i. Hence if some F n satisfies (K') so do all succeeding 
